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Artificial Intelligence (AI) community. Selecting the
modal components of an IE requires a careful strategic
approach because of the a priori assumptionthat the IE is
actually going to be embedded in the real-world and
because of the waydifferent input modalities competewith
and reinforce one another. For example, among other
things, we argue that an IE’s vision systems should be selftraining and require very little manualcalibration.
We discuss below the design of our laboratory’s
Intelligent Roomand how experiences gained during its
use have shaped the creation of its successor. Given the
increasingly widespread interest in highly interactive,
computational environments (Bobick et al. [4]), (Coen
[6,7], Coenet al. [8]), (Cooperstocket al. [10]), (Lucente
et al. [18]), we hope these experiences will prove useful to
other IE designers and implementers in the AI community.
Someof the earliest work in this area has been done
wholly outside the AI community.This is primarily due to
the perception that AI has little to offer in the way of
robust, ready for the real world systems. Wecontend that
Intelligent Environments not only would benefit from AI
subdisciplines ranging from knowledgerepresentation to
computer vision. Moreover, they would be severely
limited without them. Weargue this in more detail in
section 3.

Abstract
This paper describes design criteria for creating highly
embedded,interactive spaces that we call Intelligent
Environments.
Themotivationfor building these systemsis
to bringcomputation
into the real, physicalworldto support
whatis traditionally considerednon-computational
activity.
Wedescribe an existing prototype space, knownas the
Intelligent Room,which was created to experimentwith
different forms of natural, multimodalhuman-computer
interaction. Wediscuss design decisionsencounteredwhile
creating the Intelligent Roomand howthe experiences
gained during its use have shaped the creation of its
successor.

1. Introduction
This paper describes design criteria for creating highly
embedded, interactive spaces that we call Intelligent
Environments(IEs). The motivation for building IEs is
bring computationinto the real, physical world. The goal
is to allow computersto participate in activities that have
never previously involved computation and to allow people
to interact with computational systems the way they would
with other people: via gesture, voice, movement, and
context.
Wedescribe an existing prototype space, knownas the
Intelligent
Room, which is a research platform for
exploring the design of intelligent environments. The
Intelligent Roomwas created to experiment with different
forms of natural, multimodai human-computerinteraction
(HCI) during what is traditionally
considered noncomputational activity. It is equipped with numerous
computer vision, speech and gesture recognition systems
that connectit to whatits inhabitants are doingand saying.
Our primary concern here is howIEs should be designed
and created. Intelligent environments, like traditional
multimodaluser interfaces, are integrations of methodsand
systems from a wide array of subdisciplines
in the

Outline
Section 2 describes some sample interactions with and
applications of the Intelligent Room.These range from an
intelligent
command post to a smart living room.
Comparison to other HCI paradigms, such as ubiquitous
computing,
and other embedded computational
environments is contained in section 3. Sections 4 and 5
present the Intelligent Room’svisual and spoken language
modalities. Wedocument the rationales that influenced
our approach, system limitations, and solutions we are
pursuing in the development of the next generation
Intelligent Roomcurrently under construction in our
laboratory.

This material is baseduponworksupportedby the Advanced
ResearchProjects Agencyof the Department
of Defenseunder
contract numberF30602--94---C---0204,
monitoredthroughRome
Laboratoryand Griffiss Air ForceBase.Additionalsupportwas
provided
bythe Mitsubishi
ElectronicResearch
Laboratories.

2. RoomInteractions
Our approach with the Intelligent Roomhas been to create
a platform for HCIresearch that connects with real-world
phenomenathrough several computer vision and speech
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recognition systems. These allow the roomto watch where
people are moving, under certain circumstances where they
are pointing, and to listen to a fairly widevariety of spoken
language utterances. This section will present several
room interactions from a user’s perspective. Section 4
describes in detail the room’sinput systems.
The Intelligent Roomhas two interactive projected
displays that respond to both finger pointing and laser
pointing gestures. These are heavily used in a room
application
that implements a command center for
planning hurricane disaster relief in the Caribbean.
(Someoneinteracting with this system is shownin Figure
1.) A sampleinteraction with the disaster relief center is:
User: "Computer,<pause>stay awake."
[Theroomwill nowlisten for utterances withoutrequiring they
be prefaced by the wordComputer.]
User: "Showmethe Virgin Islands."
Room:"I’m a showingthe mapright next to you." [Roomshows
maponvideodisplayclosest to the user.]
User: [nowpoints at St. Thomas.]"Zoomin. Howfar awayis
HurricaneMarilyn?"
Room:"The distance betweenHurricaneMarilynand the city of
CharlotteAmalielocatedin St. Thomas
is 145miles."
User:"Where’s
the nearestdisaster field office ?"
[Roomhighlights themon the map.]
Room:
"TheSt. Thomasdisaster field office is located one mile
outside of Charlotte Amalie. <pause>Michael, there is a new
weatherforecast available. Doyou wantto see it?"
User: "Yes, showmethe satellite image."
The Intelligent Roomis capable of running several other
applications, including a tour guide system as described in
Coen[6].
Weare currently developing a next generation of the
Intelligent Room,called Hal, after the computer in the
movie, 2001: A space odyssey. 1 Hal supports a wider
range of activities than the current Intelligent Room.A
scenario that currently runs in this newIntelligent Roomis:
Jenny walks into Hal and lies downon the sofa after
shutting the door. Hal sees this, dims the lights,
closes the curtains, and then puts on Mozartsoftly
in the background.Hal then asks, "Jenny, what time
wouldyou like to get up?"
The goal of implementingthese types of scenarios is to
explore and help define what an intelligent environment
should be and to determine what roles such environments
could potentially play in our lives. In the process, these
scenarios provide insight into both how AI systems can
participate in the real world and directions for further
research in the subdisciplines whosesystems contribute to
the creation of Intelligent Environments.
1 Our version of Hal is intended to have a sunnier
disposition than the one in the movie.
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Figure 1 - Laser Pointing Interaction
Dueto an editing glitch, this picture showsinteraction
with a mapof Asia, not the Caribbean.This will be
correctedin the final versionof this paper.

3. Motivation
Intelligent environments are spaces in which computation
is seamlessly used to enhanceordinary activity. Oneof the
driving forces behind the emerging interest in highly
interactive environments is to make computers not only
genuinelyuser-friendly but also essentially invisible to the
user. Interaction with them should be in terms of forms
that people are naturally comfortable with. The userinterface primitives of these systems are not menus, mice
and windowsbut gesture, speech, affect, and context.
Their applications
are not spreadsheets and word
processing but intelligent rooms and personal assistants.
At least in theory, it should be possible for a person to
forget she is using a computerwhile interacting with one.
Intelligent
environments are both embedded and
multimodal and thereby allow people to interact with them
in natural ways. By being embedded, we mean these
systems use cameras for eyes, microphones for ears, and
ever-increasingly a wide-range of sophisticated sensing
technologies to connect with real-world phenomena.
Computer vision and speech recognition/understanding
technologies can then allow these systems to becomefluent
in natural forms of humancommunication. People speak,
gesture, and move around when they communicate. For
example, by embeddinguser-interfaces this way, the fact
that people tend to point at what they are speaking about is
no longer meaningless from a computational viewpoint and
we can build systems that makeuse of this information. In
some sense, rather than make computer-interfaces for
people, we want to makepeople-interfaces for computers.
Coupledwith their natural interfaces is the expectation
that these systems are not only highly interactive (i.e. they
talk back whenspoken to) but also that they are useful for
ordinary activity. They should enable tasks historically
outside the normal range of human-computerinteraction
by connecting computers to naturally
occurring
phenomena that have traditionally
been outside the

purview of contemporary user-interfaces.
Rather than
restrict computersto the backwatersof data processing, we
envision them as active partners in everyday life that are
conversant with the phenomenawith which we are innately
familiar and in which we experience our lives. Thus, once
we build systems that can understand events patently
obvious to any five-year-old child (such as someone
walking into a room), we can create applications that
extend into the real world in a way never before possible
and perhaps never even previously conceived of.
Whythis isn’t Ubiquitous Computing
Intelligent
environments require a highly embedded
computational infrastructure; they need manyconnections
with the real world in order to participate in it. However,
this does not imply that computation need be everywhere
in the environmentnor that people must directly interact
with any kind of computational device. Our approach is to
advocate minimal hardware modifications
and
"decorations" (e.g., camerasand microphones)in ordinary
spaces to enable the types of interactions in whichwe are
interested. Rather than use the computer-everywhere
model of ubiquitous computing - where for example,
chairs havepressure sensors that can register people sitting
in them or people wear infrared-emitting badges so they
can be located in a building - we want to enable
unencumbered interaction
with non-augmented, noncomputational objects (like chairs) and to do so without
requiring that people attach high-tech gadgetry to their
bodies (as opposedto the approachin Wantet al. [27]).
There are several motivations behind our approach. The
first is that unlike Weiser [28], we makeunabasheduse of
research from the AI community. ManyAI research areas
have achieved sufficient
maturity to offer useful,
standalone subsystemsthat can be incorporated into larger,
general-purpose projects. For example, until quite
recently,
real-time computer vision systems were
inordinately expensive and computationally dependent on
physically large workstations. (The earliest person
tracking system in the Intelligent Roomrequired a Silicon
Graphics Reality Engine and two additional
Indy
workstations.) However, it is now possible to set up
sophisticated,
real-time computer vision systems on
inexpensive, readily available platforms. The proliferation
of these systemshas led to a flourishing in computervision
research and to useful, stand-alone systems.
Although a pressure sensor on a chair may be able to
register that someonehas sat down,it is unlikely to provide
other information about that person, e.g., her identity.
Visual data from a single camera can provide (in theory
and increasingly often in practice) far more information
than simple sensing technologies. This includes the
person’s identity, position [13], gaze direction [25], facial
expression [2,17], gesture [30], and activity [12]. While
there has yet to be a coherent system that unifies all of
these capabilities, several prototypes are currently under
development. Furthermore, enhancing the capabilities of a
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computer vision system often requires modifying only the
software algorithms that process incoming images, not
adding new hardware. Oncethe physical infrastructure for
an intelligent
environment is installed,
its visual
capabilities
can be updated and enhanced without
necessarily adding to or modifying the room’s sensory
components. Also, because the room senses at a distance,
objects, in particular furniture, do not need to be physically
augmented and wired for the room to become aware of
them.
Rather than viewing our approach as completely at odds
with that of ubiquitous computing, the two can be seen as
natural complements. Ubiquitous computing is very much
about making computation so commonplacethat it is no
longer obtrusive, and intelligent
environments are
concerned with bringing computation into new realms in
which it has historically had no role. Together, both
approaches
can go a long way towards making
computationa natural part of everydayexistence.
Other related work
The DigitalDesk project (Wellner [29], Newmanet al.
[20]) was an early and influential systemthat had a bird’s
eye view of a desktop through an overhead video camera.
It recognized and responded to predetermined hand
gestures made by users while interacting with real paper
documents on the surface of a desk. For example, people
could select text on paper with their finger in the sameway
someone would with a mouse on a monitor. The primary
contribution of this workwas the idea of using the physical
world as its ownrepresentation in a user-interface. The
Intelligent
Roomhas a desktop environment directly
motivated by the DigitalDesk, which recognizes a wider
range of complex hand gestures (Dang [11]). Muchother
work has built upon the DigitalDesk framework, e.g.
Saund [23]. Interactions with objects more complex than
paper are described in theory by Fitzmauriceet al. [ 15] and
in practice by, for example,Rauterberget al. [21].
Other substantial efforts towards highly interactive
environments include an automated teleconferencing office
(Cooperstocket al. [10]) and an immersivefictional theater
(Bobick et al. [4]). Each of these projects makes use
embeddedcomputation to enable unusual human-computer
interactions, e.g., vision-based person tracking. However
their modalprocessing is extraordinarily specific to their
applications, and the applicability of such carefully tuned
systems to other domains is unclear. The Classroom 2000
project (Abowdet al. [1]) is an educational environment
that automatically creates records linking simultaneous
streams of information, e.g. what the teacher is saying
while a student is writing downher notes on a digital pad.
The potential for automated annotation in an intelligent
environment is a promising area that deserves more
exploration.
Mozer[18] describes a house that automatically controls
basic residential comfort systems, such as heating and

ventilation,
by observing patterns in its occupants
behavior. Having complex interactive environments learn
via observation is likely to be essential to makingthem
generally useful. Given that VCRprogrammingis still a
subject of general mirth, the prospect of programming
homesis likely to cause widespreadconsternation.
Related user-interface worksuch as Cohenet al. [5] uses
multimodal interface technology to facilitate
human
interaction with a preexisting distributed simulator. In
doing so, it provides a novel user-interface to a complex
software system, but it is one that requires tying downthe
user to a particular computerand a specific application.
Weare interested in creating new environments that
support never before conceived of applications
applications that historically
have never involved
computation.
4. The Intelligent

locator or an informationretrieval system). Essentially, the
Scatterbrain agents are intelligent computationalglue for
interconnecting all of the room’s components and moving
information amongthem.
5. Room Vision

Systems

Person Tracking
The Intelligent Roomcan track up to four people moving
in the conference area of the room at up to 15Hz. The
room’s person tracking system (described in DeBonet[ 13])
uses two wall-mounted cameras, each approximately 8’
from the ground. (A debugging windowfrom the system
showing the view from one of the cameras is shown in
Figure 2.)
Weinitially decided that incorporating a tracking system
in the Intelligent Roomwas essential for a number of
reasons. It gives the roomthe ability to knowwhere and
how many people are inside it, including when people
enter or exit. The roomis able to determine what objects
people are next to, so for example, it can showdata on a
video display someoneis near. A person’s location in the
room also provides information about what she is doing.
For example, someone moving near a video display while
others are seated around the conference table might
indicate she is giving a presentation. The tracker is also
able to supply information to other roomvision systems,
such as providing a foveal area for gesture-recognition.
Tracking information can also disambiguate the output of
other roommodalities, such as the finger pointing system
described below. Finally, tracked people can be objectified
so that they can be labeled or pointed to by other systems.
The tracking
systems works via background
segmentation and does 3Dreconstruction through a neural
network. The output image from each camera is analyzed
by a program that labels and identifies a bounding box
around each occupant in the room. This information is
then sent through a coordination programthat synchronizes
the findings from the individual cameras and combines
their output using a neural network to recover a 3D
position for each roomoccupant. People are differentiated

Room

The Intelligent Roomoccupies a 27’x37’ room in our
laboratory. Approximatelyhalf of this space is laid out
like an ordinary conference room, with a large table
surrounded by chairs. This section has two bright,
overhead LCDprojectors in addition to several video
displays. There is also an array of computer controlled
video equipment which is discussed below. Mountedat
various places in the conference area are twelve video
cameras, which are used by computervision systems.
Separated from the conference area by a small partition
and occupying the rest of the room are most of the
workstations that perform the room’s computation. The
section of the roomis not interactive, but havingit adjacent
to the interactive conference area simplifies wiring,
implementation and debugging.
The Intelligent Roomcontains an array of computer
controlled devices. These include steerable video cameras,
VCRs, LCDprojectors, lights, curtains, video/SVGA
multiplexers, an audio stereo system, and a scrollable LCD
sign. The room’s lighting is controlled through several
serially interfaced X-10 systems. Manyof the room’s
other devices have serial ports that provide both low-level
control and status information, e.g., our VCRscan report
their present position on a videotape to give us random
access to video clips. The roomcan also generate infrared
remotecontrol signals to access consumerelectronics items
(namely,objects that don’t have serial ports).
Room Control
The Intelligent Roomis controlled by a modular system of
software agents knowncollectively as the Scatterbrain
(described in detail in Coen[6]). The Scatterbrain consists
of approximately 30 distinct, intercommunicatingsoftware
agents that run on ten different networked workstations.
These agents’ primary task is to link various components
of the room(e.g., tracking and speech recognition systems
and the room’s video hardware) and to connect them to
internal and external stores of information (e.g., a person
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2 - Tracking

System Debug Window

in the system using color histograms of their clothing,
which the room builds when they first come inside.
Because the room’s configuration is fairly static and the
cameras used for tracking are stationary, the tracking
system can build a modelof the room’s relatively slowly
changing background to compare with incoming images.
The tracking subsystem also controls three steerable
cameras. These can be used to follow individuals as they
moveabout the room or to select optimal views of people
given their position and previous knowledge of room
geometry, e.g. where people likely face whenstanding in
particular areas of the room.
This approach differs from the overhead tracking system
described in Bobick et al. [4]. Their domainhad 27’ high
ceilings, for whichit is quite reasonableto look for people
from a single camera bird’s eye perspective. Roomswith
ordinary height ceilings do not makethis possible, so a
stereo vision system seems necessary for performing
background segmentation.
Pointing
The Intelligent
Room has two overhead LCDvideo
projectors that display next to each other on one of the
room’s walls. Each can display SVGAoutput from one of
the room’s workstations or composite signals from any of
the room’s video sources, e.g., a VCR.These projected
displays support both finger and laser pointing interactions.
For example, the roomcan track the finger of a person who
is pointing within four inches of the wall where imagesare
displayed. A sample interaction wouldbe a person pointing
at a location on a displayed mapand asking, "What’s the
weather here?" (This scenario and its multimodal
resolution
are described in detail in Coen [8].)
Alternatively, the person can use a laser pointer to interact
with the display from a distance. (See Figure 1.) Both
these pointing systems also allow displayed screen objects
to be moved(i.e. dragged)or selected (i.e. clicked).
Additionally, the pointing systems allow people to treat
the displays like virtual whiteboards. The roomcan draw a
trail on top of a displayed imagethat follows the path of a
continuous pointing gesture. This allows people to create
text and drawings on top of whatever information the room
is displaying, whichcan then be automatically recalled at a
later date, for example, when the room shows this data
again.
The finger pointing system uses two cameras mounted
parallel to the wall on either side of the displays. It makes
use of only three scan lines from each camera image to
explore the region closest to the wall’s surface. The
system performs background segmentation and uses a
neural network to perform 2D reconstruction. The laser
pointing system uses a camera roughly orthogonal to the
plane of the display wall to locate the laser’s distinctive
signature on the wall’s surface. It uses a neural networkto
calculate the projective transformation mapping image
space to wall space. These systems run at approximately
15-20Hz,dependingon the precise type of interaction, and
provide resolution per display ranging from approximately
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640x480for laser pointing to 160x120for finger pointing.
Althoughthe pointing systems are sufficiently responsive
for discrete pointing and dragging events, handwriting
recognition using the above mentioned drawing feature
does not seem practical with out at least doubling the
sampling frequency.
Interactive

Table

Through a ceiling mounted camera, the room can detect
hand-pointing gestures and newly placed documentson the
surface of the conference table. The gesture recognition
system has been used to support a wide variety of functions
(described in Dang Ill]). The most interesting of these
allows people to place Post-It TM notes on the surface of the
table and via verbal interaction with the room, assign them
particular functions, such as dimming the lights or
announcing the current time. Touching a given note then
evokes its assigned behavior from the Intelligent Room.
As a mnemonic, the function of each note can be
handwritten upon it, giving the table the feeling of a
virtual,
very non-standard keyboard. The room is
oblivious to any written information on these notes, as long
as it doesn’t interfere with the color segmentation that
allows individual notes to be recognized. The document
system detects when papers are placed on the conference
table in order to reorient and magnify their images for
display.
Issues
Our person tracking system uses a neural network to
perform 3D reconstruction.
The tracking network is
trained by laying a maskingtape coordinate system on the
room’s floor and then training the network by having a
person stand at each intersection of the axes. (The grid
was roughly 10x20.) Although non-network approaches to
3Dreconstruction are possible, such as directly calculating
the reverse projective transformation, they wouldall likely
require a user-intensive preliminary learning period to
determine the transformation between room and image
space. Thus, installing our tracking system is labor
intensive and requires some familiarity with how it
operates.
Anotherdifficulty with this approach is that the system
is enormouslysensitive to any deviation from its training
conditions. For example, if one of the cameras is moved
by so muchas lmm, the tracking system fails to function.
Although automatic recalibration might be possible by
using natural or artificial environmental fiducials, in
practice these are either difficult to detect or highly
intrusive when added to the environment. Thus, cameras
being movedor rotated requires retraining the neural
network, something a non-technical user would never want
to do. Wediscuss a solution to this problemfor our laser
pointing system below.
It is not accidental that so much computer vision
research around the world is performed in rooms without
windows.Computervisions systems, particularly ones that

rely on background segmentation, can be extraordinarily
sensitive to environmental lighting conditions. For
example, early in the Intelligent Room’sdevelopment,
ambient light coming through a newly opened door could
completely disrupt all of the room’s vision systems. While
this was an early design flaw, in general it can be
extremely difficult to compensate for changing lighting
conditions.
Shadowsare also particularly difficult phenomenato
cope with and we took great pains to avoid them. We
disabled someof the room’s overhead fluorescent lighting
and used upward pointing halogen floor lamps instead.
Additionally, we selected a fairly dark colored carpet,
which is better at shadow masking. The tracking system
also used a color correction mechanism for shadow
elimination. However, a static color correction scheme
was only partially useful because the tracking cameras
were affected by the dynamic lighting of the projected
video displays.

Its initial detection accuracyin varying light conditions and
over a wide range of individuals is approximately 90%.
Wehave also implemented a dedicated doorway tracker
for noticing when and howmanypeople enter the room.
Weare also creating generic chair locators using a
ceiling mounted vision system. Our assumption is that
occlusion of a chair provides evidence that someoneis
sitting in it, and this person can be located using prior
knowledgeof the chair’s position. This system will use
low dimension eigenspaces for approximating object
manifolds under varying pose and lighting conditions
(Stauffer [24]). The advantage to this approachis that the
system need not be given in advance an explicit model of
the chairs it will be locating. The system can construct
object manifolds itself by having a user rotate any new
types of chairs she brings inside.

Solutions
Our research agenda for computer vision systems for Hal
has changed drastically from the approach used in the
Intelligent Room.Rather than incorporating the state of
the art in visually based interactions, we have becomefar
moreinterested in robust vision systems that require little
calibration and are essentially self-training. For example,
the room’s laser pointing system requires a neural network
for calculating the projective transformation from the wall
to image space. Rather than have someone train this
system by hand, we have the projectors display images that
simulate someoneperforming the training. The system can
train itself in less than five minutes and is therefore not
only easily installable but also completelyportable.
Wealso design the modalities to enable them to
reinforce one another. For example, our multi-person
tracker may temporarily lose people when they occlude
one another or blend into the background. One way to
help offset this is to have the finger pointing system
provide information useful for tracking. Someonefinger
pointing at the projected display must be standing
somewherenearby that position on the room’s floor. So,
by knowing where someone is pointing, the tracker can
focus its attention on that section of the room.
Most of the output of the Intelligent Room’s person
tracking system is frequently
thrown away. Few
applications need or can makeuse of real-time trajectory
information for the room’s occupants. Rather, what is
particularly important is to knowwhere someoneis when
she stops moving, not while she is in motion. Far easier
than building a dynamic person tracker is creating a
visually-based static personlocator that looks for people at
rest in places wherethey are expected to be found, such as
sitting on a couchor standing by a display.
Wehave implemented and experimented with several
such systems. These include a template-based couch
detector, whichlocates people either sitting or lying down
on a sofa. This system is easily trained and quite robust.

Amongthe earliest decisions regarding the Intelligent
Room was that it should support spoken language
interactions. In particular, we were interested in allowing
these interactions to be unimodal- i.e. ones that did not tie
the user to a video display to verify or correct utterances
recognized by the system nor require a keyboard for
selecting amongpossible alternative utterances. Wealso
wanted to avoid simply creating a keyboard replacement
that allowed speech commandsto substitute for actions
ordinarily performed by typing or mouse clicking. We
have tried to ,allow the Intelligent Roomto engage in
dialogs with users to gather information, correct
misunderstandings, and enhance recognition accuracy.
Currently, users in the Intelligent Roomwear wireless
lapel microphones whose signals are picked up by
computers running speech recognition software, which is
described below. Our model for speech interactions
follows the one so familiar to Star Trek viewers. To get
the room’s attention, a user stops speaking for a moment
and then says the word "Computer" out loud. The room
immediately responds with an audible, quiet chirp to
indicate it is paying attention. The user then has a two
second window in which to begin making an Utterance
directed to the room, generally in the form of a command
or a question. (If nothing is heard, the systemgoes back to
sleep until it hears the word Computer again. During
sustained dialogs, the roomstays awakeso that getting its
attention before each utterance is unnecessary.) For
example, someone can ask, "<pause> Computer <pause>
What appointments do I have today?" If the room
recognizes the utterance, it provides an audible click to
indicate that the statement was understood. This handsfree style of interaction coupled with audio feedback
allows a user to ignore the room’s presence until she
explicitly needs to communicatewith it. For example, in
the middle of a meeting or phone call, a user can interact
with the room easily regardless of her proximity to a
keyboard or monitor.
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6. Speech Interactions

Although requiring
the wearing of a wireless
microphone violates the spirit of an unencumbered
interaction in an intelligent environment, there were no
practical alternatives for capturing user speech whenthe
roomwas initially designed. Weare currently working on
incorporating recent work in remote sound localization and
capture (Renomeronet al. [22]) to eliminate the need for
every occupant to wear her own microphone.
The Intelligent Roomis capable of addressing users via
the Festival Speech Synthesis System (Black et al. [3]).
Utterances spoken by the room are also displayed on a
scrollable
LCDsign in case a user was unable to
understand what was said. The room uses its speech
capability for a variety of purposesthat include conducting
dialogs with users and getting its occupant’s attention
without resorting to use of a visual display. Sometimes,
the roomchooses to respond vocally to a question because
its video displays are occupied by what it considers high
priority information. For example, if a users asks, "What’s
the weather forecast for NewYork City?" while the room
is running an interactive information retrieval application
that occupies both projected displays, the roomcan simply
read the forecast to the user, rather than visually display a
weather mapcontaining forecast information.
For processing spoken utterances, we use both the
Summit (Zue et al. [31]) and DragonDictate speech
recognition systems in parallel. Eachof these has different
strengths and used together they have fairly robust
performance. The Summit system recognizes continuous
speech and is particularly adept at handling syntactic
variability during recognition. By entering bigram models,
it is fairly straightforward to build topically narrow but
syntactically unconstrainedsets of recognizableutterances.
Bigrammodels, however,makeit quite difficult to exclude
particular statements from being erroneously recognized by
the system and require that we heavily post process
Summit’s output. This is performed primarily by the
STARTnatural-language information retrieval system
(Katz[ 16]).
DragonDictate is a commercially available system
primarily used for discrete speech dictation, meaningthat
users must pause after each word. This, when coupled
with its relatively
low word accuracy, would be an
intolerable speech interface to the room. However,
DragonDictate also supports explicit construction of
continuous speech, context-free recognition grammars.Via
a special library, it also provides complete control over
low-level aspects of its behavior to external applications,
whichmakesit ideal for incorporating into other systems.
There is a tradeoff between making the room’s
recognition grammarssufficiently large so that people can
express themselves somewhat freely versus making the
grammarssmall enough so that the system runs with high
accuracy and in real-time. Wetuned DragonDictate’s
performance by creating sets of specialized grammarsfor
each room context and having the room’s software agent
controller dynamically activate different subsets of
grammarsdepending on the context of the activity in the

Intelligent Room(Coen and Thomas[9]). This allows
to overcomethe combinatorial increase in parsing time due
to incorporating natural syntactic variability in the
recognition grammars.
For example, we can take advantage of the fact that
someoneis extremely unlikely to say, "Pause the video
clip," if there is no video playing. Clearly, it is reasonable
to expect that users talk about modifying the state of the
VCRin certain ways (e.g., pausing it) only whenit is
use. For this and manyother classes of utterances, the
roomcan detect explicit cues before they are likely to be
heard and then immediately activate the grammars that
listen for them. It can also simultaneouslydeactivate other
grammarsthat have subsequently becomeless likely given
a context change.

7.Conclusion

¯

Our experience with the Intelligent Roomhas led us to
reevaluate manyof our initial assumptions about how a
highly interactive
environment should be designed.
Intelligent environments need to be more than rough
assemblages of previously existing systems.
The
modalities of an IE must be carefully selected in order to
makethe environment easy to install, maintain, and use
under a wide range of environment conditions. Systems
that dynamicallyadjust to the room’s activity, such as our
speech interaction system, and systems that can train
themselves and avoid extensive manual calibration are
essential to an IE’s success. Wehope the issues addressed
in this paper will both stimulate further discussion and
prove useful to other designers of intelligent environments.
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